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THE STORY OF DINO LFG

Once upon a time, a little dog was living on the streets which 

got adopted by a renowned, wealthy businessman. It got 

famous, strong, and rich—so much so that it started dreaming 

of ruling the world. But hadn't he the slightest clue that the 

true rulers of the land are coming to take their throne back. 

Dinos are coming for the dogs. No inu or doge plays just the 

kings of the land back to take the earth by storm!

 



THE STORY OF DINO LFG
The Dinos are back with a new mission: not just to take their 

throne back but to give their community the power of real-

world utility and acceptance. With a new purpose, the 

dinosaurs were able to spread the word about the best crypto 

meme ever created, Dino, a meme with real-world usage and 

acceptability.

 

Dino is on a mission to create a fairer and better world for 

everyone, where they have real usecases of the tokens they 

own. Now that you've heard them roar, come and join the Dino 

family.



INTRODUCTION  DINO IS HERE

DINO is a community-driven and 100% fairly launched defi-

based meme token that believes in fair distribution, 

decentralization, and the real-life utility. In this vision, it 

recently conducted a fair launch on UniSwap without offering 

the tokens to any VCs or whales or conducting any private 

sales or public sales.

The fair launch has been phenomenal as it brought the 

project substantial growth, whereby in less than two months, 

its community raised from 10 members to 4000 members, 

proud to be standing with the DINO flag in their hand, and 

chanting as DINO Army. 



INTRODUCTION  DINO IS HERE

Not only this, the token's market cap exceeded 15 million 

dollars, and the project has received appraisals from top 

influencers, news sites, and YouTubers. Furthermore, in its 

vision of offering real-life utility to its token holders, Dino has 

already established strategic partnerships with key industry 

players and marketplaces, including Shopping.io and Volt, 

which enable its users to use the token as a payment method 

on stores such as Amazon, eBay, Walmart, etc.

DINO LFG stands out through its decentralization, agile 

marketing, fair distribution, and utility. It is creating a global 

payment network for its holders, ensuring that the users have 

no restrictions when it comes to shopping via DINO while also 

incentivizing the shopping transactions by giving 5% back to all 

in Dino tokens.



PRESENTING YOU DINO, THE NEXT GENERATION MEME COIN WITH REAL-

WORLD UTILITY

Meme coins such as Doge, Shib, and Floki, etc. have recorded 

substantial growth in recent times. However, all such coins 

have a core issue when it comes to their fundamentals, as they 

do not have any underlying value and derive their value only 

from speculation. Running on the Ethereum blockchain network, 

DINO is all set to outpace others in the meme coin race as it 

offers significant utility to its holders, allowing them to shop on 

major e-commerce stores globally and also be used as a 

payment for services on partner sites.



The Mission

WHY CHOOSE DINO LFG? 

To create a better meme coin with real world acceptability 

and utility.

Taking the lead on meme projects, DINO is the first mover in 

the defi space that strives to offer real-world utility. Its 

acceptability as a payment option across multiple ecommerce 

platforms, decentralization, tokenomics, solid fundamentals, a 

committed team, a fair distribution mechanism, agile 

marketing, strong partnerships, and most importantly, the 

dedicated community, make it stand out among the conventional 

meme coins that still rely on outdated blockchain 

infrastructures and have no real use case except speculation. 

In the DINO ecosystem, holding is incentivized through staking, 

whereas spending is also rewarded.



Some of the standout features include :

    Real-world acceptability across leading platforms such 
as Walmart, eBay, and Amazon.com via Shopping.io, 
NowPayments.io, and VoltIno

· Serve as a payment method for freelance services 
through integration with Hyve.works.

· Complete Decentralization as 95% percent of the 
supply is fair launched whereas 5% tokens are 
reserved for marketing

· The platform features a native swapping protocol, i.e., 
"DINOverter which allows users to convert ETH to DINO 
with no slippage and minimal gas. It provides liquidity and 
gives 5% back on every purchase made through the 
DINOverter, incentivizing user participation.

· Users can stake their DINOS and receive periodic 
rewards.

· 



Some of the standout features include :
DINO—THE TOKEN 

    As the DINO LFG is created with the vision of offering 
real-life utility to its holders, you are making the crypto 
space a better place for all.

· Liquidity is locked for 12 months, as can be seen here.
· 
   DINO is deflationary. The team is continuously buying 

back the token from the market and burning it. Currently, 
5,901,664 DINOS have been burnt, a figure that can 
be tracked in real-time on the website and blockchain 
explorer at 
:https://etherscan.io/token/0x49642110b712c1fd7261bc074105e9

e44676c68f?a=0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead:  
· 
   DINO is audited by third-party token auditors and has 

received a satisfactory trust score.
· 
   The ownership has been renounced, as seen on the audit 

report.



DINO—THE TOKEN 

DINO, deployed as an ERC-20 token on the Ethereum 

blockchain network, is the native token of the DINO LFG 

ecosystem. It allows users to enter the DINO ecosystem, 

serving as a token that rewards its holders for staking and 

shopping by redistribution of tokens deducted upon every 

transaction across associated merchants such as shopping.io. 

It further enables its users to stake their tokens, participate 

in liquidity pools, and receive rewards scheduled as part of 

the roadmap.

 

DINO has a total supply of 333,333,333, of which 95% is 

reserved for the market and 5% is allocated for marketing 

and promotion.  The token is already listed on UniSwap Dex, 

the leading decentralized exchange, and also on BitMart, a 

top 10 cryptocurrency exchange.

 

It has recorded significant growth since its launch less than 

two months ago, as of the writing of this white paper. The 

current market cap exceeds USD 5 Million, details of which 

are available on Ether Scan, CoinMarketCap, DexTools.io, 

and CoinGecko.

 

Of the available supply, with every transaction through 

integrated partners such as shopping.io, paymentsnow, or 

Hyve.wors, a certain percentage of the transaction is 

allocated for burning, reducing the total supply. While the 

project was a 100% fair launch, with no allocation reserved 

for the team, developments, or advisors, the team continues to 

purchase DINO tokens from the market to burn them.



DINO—THE TOKEN 
 

It has recorded significant growth since its launch less than 

two months ago, as of the writing of this white paper. The 

current market cap exceeds USD 5 Million, details of which 

are available on Ether Scan, CoinMarketCap, DexTools.io, 

and CoinGecko.

 

Of the available supply, with every transaction through 

integrated partners such as shopping.io, paymentsnow, or 

Hyve.wors, a certain percentage of the transaction is 

allocated for burning, reducing the total supply. While the 

project was a 100% fair launch, with no allocation reserved 

for the team, developments, or advisors, the team continues to 

purchase DINO tokens from the market to burn them.



Blockchain deployed: Ethereum Network 
Listed exchanges: UniSwap and BitMart
100% Fair Launch on Uniswap
TOTAL SUPPLY: 333,333,3333
                                          Contract:
0x49642110B712C1FD7261Bc074105E9E44676c68F



Token Features
· Fair Launch: No VCs. No public or private sale. The entire 

allocation has already been distributed to the market.

· Non-profit: The team receives no DINOs for free; we all 
need to buy them.

· Deflationary: The team continues to buy back and burn.
· Redistribution: 5% DINO redistribution for every 

payment transaction through integrated partners

· Maximum Security: DINO ERC-20 token contract is 
audited and remarked as safe and secure

· Staking: Gather more DINOs by staking your tokens.

· Community Owned: Community-owned and decentralised 
The ownership has been renounced, as can be seen in 
the audit report

   
https://app.solidproof.io/projects/dinolf
g

:    
    Liquidity Locked: The liquidity has been locked, as can be 

tracked here: 
https://www.team.finance/view-

coin/0x49642110B712C1FD7261Bc074105E9E44676c6
8F?name=DinoLFG&symbol=DINO&chainid=0x1 

Token Features

https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0x49642110B712C1FD7261Bc074105E9E44676c68F?name=DinoLFG&symbol=DINO&chainid=0x1
https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0x49642110B712C1FD7261Bc074105E9E44676c68F?name=DinoLFG&symbol=DINO&chainid=0x1
https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0x49642110B712C1FD7261Bc074105E9E44676c68F?name=DinoLFG&symbol=DINO&chainid=0x1


ROADMAP    DINO LFG gives paramount importance to the real-life 
usage and utility of the DINO token. In this vision, the 
token has acceptability not only across the DINO LFG 
ecosystem but also as a payment method on various 
partner networks. Some of the utilities include:

   AS A PAYMENT METHOD:
   DINO is accepted as a payment on Amazon.com, Walmart, 

and other leading sites integrated with Shopping.io.
 
    ACCESS FREELANCE SERVICES
    Individual buyers or enterprise clients can access 

freelance services listed on Hyve.works by making 
payments with DINO.

 
   GET PAID WITH DINO
   Similar to making payments with DINO, it can also be used 

to accept payments, as stores or freelancers can opt in 
to receive payments in DINO through integrated partner 
networks.

   
   STAKE AND EARN PASSIVE INCOME
   DINO holders can stake the token on Unicrypto and 

receive passive income.
 
 



   ACCESS DINO NFT COLLECTION
   Only DINO holders can access the exclusive NFT 

Collection.
 
    ACCESS ALL FUTURE PRODUCTS WITHIN THE 

ECOSYSTEM:
    DINO LFG using its native DINO Token enables access for 

users to all future products, tools, features, and services 
within the DINO LFG ecosystem.

 
    AS  A TRADEABLE TOKEN ON EXCHANGES
   DINO serves as a Defi Meme token that is tradeable on 

listed exchanges.



1. DINOVERTER

Get easy access to DINO by using the built-in swap protocol.

DINO LFT features a native swapping protocol whereby users can 

convert ETH to $DINO with no slippage and minimal gas. To 

access DINOVerter, a user can visit the website directly, without 

having to go to Uniswap.

 

The exchange is one-way, allowing users to swap ETH for DINO 

seamlessly and securely without deducting additional costs. 

Furthermore, to incentivize user participation in the DINOVerter, 

the platform provides liquidity and gives 5% back on every 

purchase made through the DINOVerter.

DINO LFG – KEY PRODUCTS



2. DINOSTAKE

To incentivize user participation within the network by staking 

their tokens, DINO LFG offers a lucrative staking module whereby 

they can stake their tokens and receive recurring rewards. DINO 

Stake essentially allows users to own a stake and get passive 

income just by reserving their tokens without having to share any 

spendable balance or private keys or participate in energy-

consuming processes. Your funds are yours and yours alone, and 

they will safely and securely grow over time, even while you rest.

 

To get started with DINO Stake, please refer to this page: 
https://app.unicrypt.network/chain/mainnet/farm/0x1d03D8

199f43ea030a5D1c2a5d4675d18581D129.

DINO LFG – KEY PRODUCTS

https://app.unicrypt.network/chain/mainnet/farm/0x1d03D8199f43ea030a5D1c2a5d4675d18581D129
https://app.unicrypt.network/chain/mainnet/farm/0x1d03D8199f43ea030a5D1c2a5d4675d18581D129


3. SHOP WITH DINOIn its pursuit of offering maximum utility to 

its holders, the DINO LFG team is continuously forming new 

strategic partnerships with potential industry players, including 

the likes of Shopping.io and NowPayments.io, etc. Integration with 

such partners will allow users to shop across leading eCommerce 

platforms and store chains, e.g., Walmart and Amazon.

DINO is also accepted as a payment method for freelance 

services on Hyve.works, where both clients and freelancers can 

opt to get paid in Dino.

4.DINO NFT COLLECTION

NFT stands for "non-fungible tokens," which have recorded 

substantial growth for the last couple of years. A code can be 

associated with the sale, allowing a share of the commission if the 

new owner decides to resell the digital file. And this file could be 

an image, a song, or a simple document. All this is possible through 

the NFTs.

 

DINO LFG – KEY PRODUCTS



DINO LFG aims to launch its exclusive collection of DINO NFTs, 

which are to be offered to users as an NFT Sale offering on the 

exchange via a subscription mechanism. Details regarding the 

NFTs and their sale will be shared on our social channels.

DINO LFG – KEY PRODUCTS



Shopping.io:

Shopping.io is an online ecosystem created to provide shoppers 

and merchants with a seamless and immersive crypto e-commerce 

experience. Having partnered with Shopping.io, Dino is 

integrated as a payment method within the ecosystem, allowing 

DINO holders to spend their tokens at retailers like Walmart, 

Amazon, eBay, and Home Depot.

 

NOWPayments:

NOWPayments allows everyone to accept crypto payments on 

their websites, online stores, and social media accounts. It's a non-

custodial service, meaning it doesn't hold or store your funds in 

any way. With the integration of DINO, our holders can access all 

stores and services listed on NOWPayments.

Hyve.Works:

HYVE is a community-driven ecosystem, facilitating collaboration 

between users in a uniquely decentralised environment. While 

traditional freelancing websites have been slow to adapt to 

change, HYVE has introduced payments directly in 

cryptocurrencies, providing numerous advantages and facilitating 

interaction regardless of external factors.

 

DINO holds a strategic partnership with Hyve. Works, which 

means all freelancers can receive payments in DINO whereas 

enterprises or buyers can also opt out to pay via DINO Token.

 

 

PARTNERSHIPS



Hyve.Works:

HYVE is a community-driven ecosystem, facilitating collaboration 

between users in a uniquely decentralised environment. While 

traditional freelancing websites have been slow to adapt to 

change, HYVE has introduced payments directly in 

cryptocurrencies, providing numerous advantages and facilitating 

interaction regardless of external factors.

 

DINO holds a strategic partnership with Hyve. Works, which 

means all freelancers can receive payments in DINO whereas 

enterprises or buyers can also opt out to pay via DINO Token.

PARTNERSHIPS



ROADMAP
Launch $Dino & the Website
 / Social Media.
Building the Community.
Phase 1 of Marketing.

Utility & Usecase Introduction.
CEX Listings.
Phase 3 of Marketing.

Staking Introduction.
DINO NFT Collection.
Phase 4 of Marketing.

CoinGecko & 
Coinmarketship Listing.
Introduction to the Buyback &
 Burning Mechanism.
Phase 2 of Marketing.



Attracting and convincing merchants

An important aspect of a crypto token is its acceptability across 

merchant networks. While DINO has built-in utility within the 

DINO Financial Ecosystem, the DINO team has tapped its initial 

target group and partner networks and has devised strategies to 

attract merchants to accept DINO as their native payment 

method. Besides, as DINO is working on the creation of an 

ecosystem surrounding partners and SMEs, all such projects will 

have acceptance of the DINO Token across their ecosystems.

 

KOL and Celebrity Endorsements

For ensuring maximum outreach to the public, DINO LFG conduct 

events and advertisements where our the project is endorsed by 

famous celebrities and Key Opinion leaders within the 

cryptocurrency industry. The project has been endorsed by 

leading KOLs on Twitter, which can be tracked on the official 

Twitter account.

 

Crypto Expos

To spread the message to potential investors, DINO creates 

awareness campaigns throughout the globe and always 

participates in crypto expos. It will sponsor mega events, and the 

marketing team will actively participate in these Expos, ensuring 

maximum conversion of DINO tokens.

 

Strategic Alliances

DINO will also partner with key merchandisers around the globe, 

as this will be beneficial for both parties and enhance the 

acceptability of the DINO Token.

 

Celebrity Endorsements

To ensure maximum outreach to the public, DINO LFG conducts 

events and advertisements where our DINO token is endorsed by 

famous celebrities from the music and film industries.

 

Exchange Listings and User Onboarding

The native DINO token will follow a strict listing schedule to get on 

the existing liquid exchanges, so as to ensure maximum liquidity for 

its holders. This will allow for the trade volume to continue to rise 

and for the availability of the tokens to become ubiquitous across 

all major exchanges.

 

Specialized Sales Team

Alongside the continued development and improvement to the 

platform and it's

products, the DINO Management will train and groom a 

specialized sales team as well as

account managers to sell, implement, and then upsell DINO 

products and services.

 

Press Releases

Press releases are a tried-and-true method of getting a 

message into a community. It will not only help our community get 

updated but also inform and encourage a new audience to 

participate and adopt our platform. DINO continues to publish its 

press releases and news directly on social media channels, blogs, 

and leading crypto news sites.

 

 

Use Community to Nurture Currency

A token network is only as strong as its community, and this is 

where DINO LFG strives to excel and places its emphasis. There 

will always be a heavy focus on scaling the community and keeping 

them engaged while working with influencers in the space to keep 

raising awareness about DINO.

 

Word-of-mouth marketing

Word of mouth marketing is when someone recommends you a 

certain product or tell you about it directly. DINO LFG strives to 

offer bonus and referral campaigns to its early supporters and 

users as an incentive to reward contributors with DINO tokens who 

are committed to the cause by growing the DINO community base.

MARKETING STRATEGY
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Disclaimer

This document is a whitepaper setting out the current and future 
developments of the 

DINO LFG Platform, DINO LFG Ecosystem and DINO Token. 
This paper is for information

purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. Unless 
expressly specified otherwise, the products and innovations set out 

in this paper are currently under development and are not 
currently in deployment. DINO LFG makes no warranties or 

representations as to the successful development or 
implementation of such technologies and innovations, or 

achievement of any other activities noted in the paper, and 
disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent 

permitted by law. No person is entitled to rely on the contents of 
this paper or any inferences drawn from it, including in relation to 
any interactions with DINO LFG or the technologies mentioned in 

this paper. DINO LFG disclaims all liability for any loss or 
damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which 

may arise from any person acting on any information and opinions 
relating to DINO LFG, the DINO LFG Platform or DINO Token 

contained in this paper or any information which is made available 
in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any 

negligence,
default or lack of care.

This document is a whitepaper setting out the current and future 
developments of the 
DINO LFG Platform, DINO LFG Ecosystem and DINO Token. 
This paper is for information
purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. Unless 
expressly specified otherwise, the products and innovations set out 
in this paper are currently under development and are not 
currently in deployment. DINO LFG makes no warranties or 
representations as to the successful development or 
implementation of such technologies and innovations, or 
achievement of any other activities noted in the paper, and 
disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent 
permitted by law. No person is entitled to rely on the contents of 
this paper or any inferences drawn from it, including in relation to 
any interactions with DINO LFG or the technologies mentioned in 
this paper. DINO LFG disclaims all liability for any loss or 
damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which 
may arise from any person acting on any information and opinions 
relating to DINO LFG, the DINO LFG Platform or DINO Token 
contained in this paper or any information which is made available 
in connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any 
negligence,
default or lack of care.

DINO LFG, its directors, employees, contractors and 
representatives do not have any responsibility or liability to any 
person or recipient (whether by reason of negligence, negligent 
misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or 
information, expressed or implied, arising out of, contained in or 
derived from or omission from this paper. Neither DINO LFG nor 
its advisors has independently verified any of the information, 
including the forecasts, prospects and projections contained in this 
paper.
Each recipient is to rely solely on its own knowledge, investigation, 
judgment and assessment of the matters which are the subject of 
this report and any information which is made available in 
connection with any further enquiries and to satisfy itself as to the 
accuracy and completeness of such matters.

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statements of facts made 
in this paper are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, 
prospects, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments 
contained in this paper are based on assumptions considered to be 
reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are 
contained and must not be construed as a representation that the 
matters referred to therein will occur. Any plans,
projections or forecasts mentioned in this paper may not be 
achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation 
defects in technology developments, legal or regulatory exposure, 
market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the 
unavailability of complete and accurate information.

DINO LFG may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities 
mentioned in this paper, however the inclusion of a link does not 
imply that DINO LFG endorses, recommends or approves any 
material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked 
websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. DINO LFG does 
not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for 
consequences of its use.

This paper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use 
by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in 
any state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, 
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or 
regulation.
This paper is only available on https://dinolfg.com and may not be 
redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any other person or 
published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, without the prior, 
written consent of DINO LFG. The manner of distributing this 
paper may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. 
Persons into whose possession this paper may come are required to 
inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By 
accessing this paper, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the 
foregoing limitations.

https://dinolfg.com/
https://dinolfg.com/
https://dinolfg.com/
https://dinolfg.com/
https://dinolfg.com/
https://dinolfg.com/
https://dinolfg.com/
https://dinolfg.com/
https://dinolfg.com/
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The information contained in this publication is derived from data 
obtained from sources believed by DINO LFG to be reliable and is 

given in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees, 
representations are made by DINO LFG with regard to the 

accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information presented. 
It should not be relied upon, and shall not confer rights or 

remedies upon, you or any of your employees, creditors, holders of
securities or other equity holders or any other person. Any 

opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of 
this paper and do not necessarily represent the opinion of DINO 
LFG. The opinions reflected herein may change without notice 

and the opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of 
DINO LFG.

DINO LFG does not have an obligation to amend, modify or 
update this paper or to otherwise notify a reader or recipient 

thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, 
projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or 

subsequently becomes inaccurate.
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achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation 
defects in technology developments, legal or regulatory exposure, 

market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, or the 
unavailability of complete and accurate information.



Disclaimer

DINO LFG may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities 
mentioned in this paper, however the inclusion of a link does not 

imply that DINO LFG endorses, recommends or approves any 
material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked 

websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. DINO LFG does 
not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for 

consequences of its use.

This paper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use 
by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in 

any state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, 
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or 

regulation.
This paper is only available on and may not be https://dinolfg.com 

redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any other person or 
published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, without the prior, 
written consent of DINO LFG. The manner of distributing this 

paper may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. 
Persons into whose possession this paper may come are required to 

inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By 
accessing this paper, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the 

foregoing limitations.

https://dinolfg.com/


OFFICIAL LINKS
Official Website - https://dinolfg.com/ 

Twitter - https://twitter.com/DinoLFG 

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/Dino_LFG/

Discord: Soon to be released 

Telegram - https://t.me/OfficialDinoLFG 

Dinoverter - https://dinolfg.com/buy/ 

Dextools - https://www.dextools.io
/app/en/ether/pair-explorer

/0x19c10e1f20df3a8c2ac93a62d7fba719fa777026

Etherscan - 
https://etherscan.io/token

/0x49642110b712c1fd7261bc074105e9e44676c68f 



OFFICIAL LINKS
Staking-

https://app.unicrypt.network/chain/mainnet/farm
/0x1d03D8199f43ea030a5D1c2a5d4675d18581D129 

Coingecko - 
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/dinolfg 

CoinMarketCap -
 https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/dinolfg/ 

Audit -
https://app.solidproof.io/projects/dinolfg

Locked Liquidity - 
https://www.team.finance/view-coin

/0x49642110B712C1FD7261Bc074105E9E44676c68F?
name=DinoLFG&symbol=DINO&chainid=0x1 

Contract -
 0x49642110B712C1FD7261Bc074105E9E44676c68F
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